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How behind-the-wheel 
behavior drives  
better marketing 

UNDERSTANDING CONSUMERS
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Marketers have spent decades trying to reach the right customers based on how they 
browse in front of their screen. But the savviest marketers are branching out and finding  
new audiences by paying attention to behavior elsewhere — like behind the wheel.

Reaching the right customers is challenging, but it doesn’t have to be. A growing number of 
marketers are tapping into behavioral insights on drivers to attract new customers and fuel 
new revenue streams. The market for behavioral analytics is growing quickly, and expected 
to exceed $2.2 billion by 20261 — creating a sense of urgency for marketers to incorporate 
this new targeting strategy. 

Many marketers are opting for behavior data, but not all data is created equal. Access to 
billions of miles of data based on how people drive and move through the world is giving 
marketers a new edge. 

These are the kinds of questions that lead clever marketers to new customers and more 
market share. 

Insights into how, when and where consumers drive can help marketers identify better 
strategies to reach prospective customers. We’ll take a closer look at how six industries  
are leveraging insights on driver behavior to take drivers from Point A (the road) to  
Point B (their business). 

Introduction

: What type of driver/vehicle pair is most likely to buy a new line of vehicle floor mats?

: What kind of person drives past the pumps on a weekday?

: What types of meals and snacks are drivers craving as they drive by at certain times of day?

With a little ingenuity, this unique data can help marketers  
across industries and verticals answer questions about  
millions of potential customers:
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Higher fuel prices and inflation have led to an increased sense 
of urgency to attract customers for non-gas items at fuel and 
convenience businesses. But high prices come and go — leaving 
marketers in fuel and convenience eager for new ways to get  
drivers to make a stop. 

Fuel and convenience brands
INDUSTRY 01
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Increase foot traffic by more 
accurately predicting which drivers 
are most likely to make a return visit 

Offer deals to drivers based 
on where and when they drive 
to maximize checkout spend 

Target drivers that tend to spend  
the most at the pump

Fuel and convenience marketers can leverage driving data to:

Two regional fuel and convenience chains have competed for customers along the interstate for 
decades. Amid rising gas prices and inflation, prices in big, flashy numbers on signs outside the 
pumps won’t work as well as they used to. 

But the marketing team for one franchise has insight into what’s changed along the highway 
beyond the numbers on the gas signs — specifically, driving behavior data. With this data, the team 
creates a campaign that targets long-haul drivers and super-commuters, incentivizing return visits 
with special offers. The chain was able to capture new customers and encourage repeat business 
before their competitor, solidifying their place as a roadside leader.

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE

FUEL2GO NOW

Deal alert! Gas prices have dropped 
along your regular route.
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Quick service restaurants (QSRs) are constantly vying for the 
attention of hungry and thirsty drivers. How do you stand out along 
the crowded roadside? For QSRs, using driving data to attract 
customers is just the start — more advanced applications could 
positively impact operations. 

Quick service restaurants
INDUSTRY 02
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Target flash sales toward  
drivers passing by 

Identify and predict new  
“rush” hours

Better plan ingredient  
and supply orders

QSR marketers can leverage driving data to:

 A large national sandwich chain dealing with a dip in business can’t pinpoint why their famous 
lunchtime deal isn’t attracting the customers it used to. Has the promotion finally run out of gas?

A closer look at the data reveals that customers in certain regions are more commonly driving past 
shop locations in the morning. To remedy the problem, the sandwich chain pilots a new breakfast 
menu in those areas, and runs a location-specific campaign to entice customers to stop in for 
breakfast instead of lunch.

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE

SUBHUB NOW

Try a new breakfast sandwich, get your 
next lunch drive-thru order free. 
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Americans are driving more,2 and putting more wear and tear on their 
vehicles. For auto aftermarket businesses, knowing who the long-haul 
drivers are and the kind of stress they’re putting on their vehicles can 
fuel better marketing. 

Auto parts and repair brands 
INDUSTRY 03
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Reach drivers who are most 
likely to need service

Promote new service offerings 
to drivers most likely to be in the 
market for them

Measure product performance

Auto aftermarket companies are using driving insights to:

A national oil change and brakes servicer wants to account for electric vehicles in its long-term 
strategy, but there’s very little insight into what the customer base may look like in 10 to 20 years. 

Using driving data, the marketing team can pull insights on the average speed limit per trip, data 
about trip lengths, and the times of day the driver is typically on the road. The company now has a 
much stronger and better-informed strategy about this new customer set than any competitor, and 
allows them to create much stronger content and advertising campaigns that will resonate with 
prospective customers.

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE

PRINCE OIL NOW

Keys? Tanning lotion? Don’t forget an oil 
change, 20% off through the end of July.  
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More driving also means more Americans are trying to improve the 
quality of life inside their vehicles. For car accessory manufacturers 
and makers, detailed insights into user behavior are key to identifying 
new opportunities. 

Car accessory manufacturers 
and makers

INDUSTRY 04
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Locate drivers who drive heavily 
in areas prone to certain weather 
conditions with information about 
weatherproofing products 

Determine how often certain drivers 
are passing retail locations where 
products are sold to more accurately 
target potential customers 

Car accessory manufacturers and makers are using driving insights to: 

A well-known manufacturer of aftermarket floor mats wants a better window into the wear-and-
tear their products experience in customers’ vehicles. 

By analyzing the weather patterns and local hazards in various parts of the U.S., as well as driving 
behavior within each location, the company is able to decide who to target with its most durable 
products. It also helps the manufacturer gain insight into the needs of drivers from areas where 
the company has historically underperformed. 

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE

Use behavioral data to enhance 
existing products and find drivers 
who are in market for them 

MUDMATS NOW

See the 5 messiest spots for mudding 
and maps of the cheapest places to fuel. 
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Rideshare and delivery companies have faced disruption in recent 
years, but better data is helping rideshare marketers attract new 
customers and bring back old ones. 

Rideshare and  
delivery companies 

INDUSTRY 05
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Identify the safest drivers on 
the road and recruit them 

Locate delivery drivers  
on-demand

Marketers at rideshare and delivery companies can use driver data to:

A large rideshare company wants to find and incentivize the safest drivers in a set of major 
strategic metropolitan areas, but is competing with many other similar services. 

With access to driving data, not only can the company confidently target marketing toward the 
most careful drivers based on their behavior, but they can also ensure they are only targeting 
drivers with eligible vehicles. 

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE

Find and target riders  
based on habits

TAXIIFUL NOW

Share your ride and safe driving with 
others — sign up to be a Taxiify driver.
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App makers want to offer the maximum value to users over 
competitors. How can apps that offer gas price guidance, weather-
based traffic alerts and other important driver information improve 
their products and keep users engaged? 

Navigation and map apps
INDUSTRY 06
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Validate audience preferences  
and behaviors

Foster audience growth through 
more targeted marketing 

Navigation and map app makers use driving data to: 

The developer of an app that helps drivers identify the lowest gas prices in their area needs a way 
to differentiate as prices at the pump rise. 

To stand out, the app’s marketing team begins developing content that gives tips about how 
drivers can improve gas mileage through more efficient driving techniques, like reducing speed and 
keeping up with regular maintenance appointments. Using the data, the app maker can then target 
drivers whose behaviors may impact their vehicle’s fuel efficiency — providing them with relevant, 
actionable content that can encourage more app opens. 

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE

Improve algorithms with more 
accurate location data

NAVI-GATOR NOW

Slower miles, crocodile! Did you know smoother 
driving means better fuel efficiency? 
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Marketers can learn valuable insights about customers as they travel from 
Point A to Point B — proving that billions of miles of data really can go a 
long way. With a little imagination and by incorporating Arity data into their 
marketing plans, marketers have a road of infinite possibilities in front of 
them to attract and retain new customers.  
 
Contact marketingsolutions@arity.com today to learn how Arity data can  
fit into your marketing efforts.

Conclusion
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